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0981P FERMAX ELECTRONIC SECURITY 

Branded Worksection 
This worksection Template has been developed by NATSPEC in conjunction with FERMAX AUSTRALIA and may be used 
whilst the Product Partner is licensed to distribute it. The copyright remains with NATSPEC. As with all NATSPEC worksections, 
it is the responsibility of the user to make sure it is completed appropriately for the project. The user should also review its 
applicability for local conditions and regulations. Check www.natspec.com.au for the latest updated version. 

Worksection abstract 
This branded worksection Template is applicable to FERMAX intercom, access control, CCTV and security alarm systems in 
buildings. It relies generally on the AS 2201 series and is intended to supplement the standard and to cover general commercial 
grade systems, of the sort likely to be installed in office buildings, residential apartments, nursing homes and similar buildings. 
This worksection can also be used for institutional projects such as schools and technical colleges by the inclusion of 
appropriate details in the project specification. 

Background 
Refer to NATSPEC TECHreport TR 05 for an overview of IT systems required for buildings, how different IT system components 
are provided and the interrelationship of the relevant NATSPEC worksections. 

Guidance text 
All text within these boxes is provided as guidance for developing this worksection and should not form part of the final 
specification. This Guidance text may be hidden or deleted from the document using the NATSPEC Toolbar or the hidden text 
Hide and Delete functions of your word processing system. For additional information visit FAQs at www.natspec.com.au. 

Optional style text 
Text in this font (blue with a grey background) covers items specified less frequently. It is provided for 
incorporation into Normal style text where it is applicable to a project. 

Related material located elsewhere in NATSPEC 
If a listed worksection is not part of your subscription package and you wish to purchase it, contact NATSPEC. 

Related material may be found in other worksections. See for example: 

• 0455 Door hardware. 

• 0773 Building management systems. 

Documenting this and related work 
You may document this and related work as follows: 

• Provide a block diagram or single line diagram on the drawings. 

• Provide plan layouts showing the location and layout of all equipment and cable routes. 

• Coordinate vehicle access control equipment with the architecture. 

The Normal style text of this worksection may refer to items as being documented elsewhere in the contract documentation. 
Make sure they are documented. 

Specifying ESD 
The following may be specified by including additional text: 

• Materials and products selection. 

Refer to the NATSPEC TECHreport TR 01 on Specifying ESD. 

1 GENERAL 

1.1 RESPONSIBILITIES 

FERMAX Australia Pty Ltd is the Australian and New Zealand importer and distributor of the worldwide FERMAX range of 
products and has become an important security leader in Australia providing intercom, access control, intruder alarm, 
surveillance systems and secure door hardware to a range of industries. 

General 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX electronic security systems, as documented. 
Documented is defined in 0171 General requirements as meaning contained in the contract documents. 

Electronic security systems may comprise individual components or a combination of any of the following components to form 
an overall security system. These component parts generally include: 

http://www.natspec.com.au/
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• Access control system. 

• Intercom and video call systems. 

• Intruder detection system. 

Combined security systems 
Where the required security system is a combination of the component parts listed above, this worksection deals with each 
component part as a separate subsection. The component parts in combination form the final security item. i.e. at access 
locations, access readers and intercom systems together form a common entry panel. 

System components 
Requirement: Provide the following components: 
- Access control system. 
- Centralised control. 
- Closed circuit television system. 
- Intercom system. 
- Intruder detection system. 
- Remote monitoring system. 
A local security monitoring system will generally only be required if the building has the appropriate personnel to manage and 
react to the security system data. If required, schedule its functions in detail. 

Security classification: As documented. 
Document the security classification here or in the schedule in conformance with AS/NZS 2201.1 Table A1. 

System communications: As documented. 
Document the type of communications system here or in the schedule to suit the project specific requirements, e.g. proprietary, 
hard-wired, IT LAN, Wireless, IP based. 

System provider 
Electronic security system provider: A licensed security organisation only. 
Depending on the state or territory this means licensed by the relevant statutory authorities or industry association. 

1.2 COMPANY CONTACTS 
FERMAX technical contacts 
Website: www.fermaxaus.com.au. 

1.3 CROSS REFERENCES 
General 
Requirement: Conform to the following: 
- 0171 General requirements. 
0171 General requirements contains umbrella requirements for all building and services worksections. 

List the worksections cross referenced by this worksection. 0171 General requirements references the 018 Common 
requirements subgroup of worksections. It is not necessary to repeat them here. However, you may also wish to direct the 
contractor to other worksections where there may be work that is closely associated with this work. 

NATSPEC uses generic worksection titles, whether or not there are branded equivalents. If you use a branded worksection, 
change the cross reference here. 

- 0901 Electrical systems. 
The 0901 Electrical systems worksection deals with matters common to more than one Electrical worksection. 

- 0911 Cable support and duct systems. 
- 0921 Low voltage power systems 
- 0937 Uninterruptible power supply. 
- 0961 Telecommunications cabling. 
Coordinate the following with other worksections of the specification:   

• Location of power outlets for electric door strikes or locks if required. 

• Locations of concealed conduits to door frames for reed switches and electric door strikes or locks. 

• Type and dimensions of electric door strikes or locks to enable door frames to be prepared off site. 

• Location and type of intercom system if applicable. 

http://www.fermaxaus.com.au/
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• Location and type of closed circuit television system together with auxiliary equipment or accessories. 

• Use of telecommunications cabling. See, for example AS/NZS 2201.5 clause 2.1. 

1.4 STANDARDS 

If applicable, require approved products from the Security Equipment Evaluated Products List (SEEPL). ASIO's T4 Protective 
Security directorate, on behalf of the Security Construction and Equipment Committee (SCEC), evaluates protective security 
products to determine their suitability for use in Australian Government facilities. 

Intruder alarm systems 
AS 2201 covers intruder alarm systems; it does not cover intercom systems. access control or closed circuit television systems. 
The standard provides detailed coverage of the design, installation and operation of alarm systems, including the performance 
requirements of detection devices, monitoring stations, wireless systems and alarm transmission. 

General: To AS/NZS 2201.1. 
AS/NZS 2201.1 covers general design, construction, installation and maintenance of intruder alarm systems, as well as 
outlining. AS/NZS 2201.1 Section 5 outlines the minimum requirements for any maintenance agreement. 

Alarm transmission system: To AS/NZS 2201.5. 
AS/NZS 2201.5 includes alarm transmission via dedicated paths, switched networks and wireless systems. 

Internal detection devices: To AS 2201.3. 
AS 2201.3 nominates the minimum performance and reliability standards including false alarm rates for security alarm 
detectors. 

Wireless systems: To AS 2201.4. 
AS 2201.4 covers the classification, construction and installation of systems where component parts are linked by RF or ultra-
sonic signals. 

Wiring and enclosures 
General: To AS/NZS 3000, AS/NZS 3013, AS 60529 and IEC 62262. 
CCTV systems 
General: To AS 4806.2. 
Remote monitored systems: To AS 4806.4. 
AS 4806.2 covers both design and installation issues. Some of these design issues will be incorporated in the documents. Care 
must be taken that this reference to AS 4806.2 does not override the other documentation. 

1.5 MANUFACTURER'S DOCUMENTS 
Technical manuals 
General: Technical manuals are available on request. 
Website: www.fermaxaus.com.au 

1.6 INTERPRETATION 
Abbreviations 
General: For the purposes of this worksection the following abbreviations apply: 
- CCTV: Closed circuit television. 
- LAN: Local area network. 
- LCD: Liquid crystal display. 
- LED: Light emitting diode. 
- MDS: Multiplexed digital system. 
- PC: Personal computer. 
- PIN: Personal identification number. 
- RF: Radio frequency. 
- SPD: Surge protection device. 
- TFT: Thin-film-transistor display. 
Edit the Abbreviations subclause to suit the project or delete if not required. List alphabetically. 

Definitions 
General: For the purposes of this worksection the following definitions apply: 

http://www.fermaxaus.com.au/
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- Metal oxide varistors: Semiconductors that protect electronic components and systems from 
transient voltage. 

Edit the Definitions subclause to suit the project or delete if not required. List alphabetically. 

1.7 SUBMISSIONS 
Operation and maintenance manuals 
Requirement: Provide all operational and maintenance documentation necessary to operate and 
maintain the equipment and systems installed. 
Products and materials 
General: Submit data showing dimensions and space requirements for the following: 
- Door contacts and reed switches. 
- Detection devices. 
- Activation devices. 
- Electric door strikes and door release devices. 
- LCD monitors, cameras and associated equipment. 
- Intercom stations. 
- Vehicle control systems. 
- Duress alarm switches. 
Records 
General: Submit records to AS/NZS 2201.1. 
Licence: Submit copy. 
Samples 
Specify the samples required, particularly where there are architectural or building considerations to be taken into account. 

General: Submit samples of the following: 
- Key or card readers. 
- Internal intercom monitor or audio handset. 
- External door station. 
- CCTV camera. 
Shop drawings 
General: Before commencing work, submit shop drawings to a scale that best describes the detail, 
showing the following: 
- Schematic diagram of all systems. 
- Panel layouts and dimensions. 
- Power supply requirements. 
- Wiring access necessary for door frames. 
- Cut-out dimensions. 
- Fixing provisions for cameras and monitors. 
Include the following information in the contract documents, as applicable, so that the contractor can prepare the shop drawings: 

• Details of existing system, if interconnection is required. 

• Location of main alarm panel and sub panels. 

• Location of controlled and monitored doors. 

• Lift car readers. 

• Monitoring if remote, and the location of the security monitoring base, and location and type of alarm registration. 

• Rooms or areas to be covered by internal motion detectors. 

• Location and description of CCTV cameras and monitors. 

• Location and capacity of intercom stations. 
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2 PRODUCTS 

2.1 SURGE PROTECTION DEVICES (SPD) 
General 
Requirement: Provide all mode metal oxide varistor based series connected SPD to protect final 
equipment in racks and cabinets, as documented. 
Standard: To AS 4262.1 and AS 4262.2. 
Surge rating (Imax): ≥ 20 kA (8/20 µs) phase to neutral and 10 kA neutral to earth. 
Voltage protection level (Up): 
- < 600 V at 3 kA. 
- 700 V at 500 A. 
Visual indicator: Provide visual indication of SPD status. 
Enclosure and installation: House SPD in an electrical switchboard or panel and protect with a suitable 
rated circuit breaker equal to or less than the load current rating of the SPD. 

2.2 INTRUDER ALARM SYSTEM 
General 
Requirement: Provide a FERMAX intruder alarm system, as documented. 
Intruder alarm system panels 
Requirement: Provide a FERMAX intruder alarm panel for each intruder alarm security system, with 
the processors and power supplies required to operate the system, as documented. 
Where intruder alarm systems are combined with access control systems and other security infrastructure, the systems may be 
mounted in a common headend equipment location in either a secure communications cupboard or room. Where a 
communications cupboard is not available, mount in a dedicated identifiable security panel. 

Power supply 
Mains power: Provide a mains power sourced electrical supply to operate the security system under 
normal operation conditions. 
Batteries and chargers 
Sealed battery: Provide a 12 V d.c. 7 Ah sealed battery and charger system within each control panel 
to supply uninterruptible power in the event of mains power loss. 
Delete if not required. 

Uninterruptible power supply 
General: Provide a dedicated uninterruptible power supply and connect to the security systems, if 
documented. 
Include or cross reference the 0937 Uninterruptible power supply worksection, as necessary. 

Uninterruptable power supplies are required to maintain operation in the event of mains failure and to prevent loss of system 
memory. In most installations, this power supply would be provided by the backup 12 V d.c. battery. 

On larger installations, where a security control room is required, a UPS may be required to provide power to the security 
facilities. 

Delete if not required. 

Capacity: At least 15 minutes, for the complete system in normal operation. 
Anti-tamper devices 
These generally take the form of micro switches or similar devices in alarm panels or exposed equipment. 

Requirement: Provide anti-tamper devices to control panels, external equipment, control and 
activating devices, and access control devices. 
Function: To register an instantaneous alarm if covers are removed or vital wiring is disconnected. 
Alarm circuit supervision 
This can often consist of an end-of-line resistor or module connected via wiring within the cable to the detection devices. 

Requirement: At each detection device, provide alarm circuit supervision with an end-of-line device 
connected via a separate circuit within the cable. 
Function: To register an instantaneous alarm if cable characteristics change, such as when cut or 
short circuited. 
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Area control 
Requirement: Provide area control for each nominated internal zone, and for normally-closed and 
normally-open perimeter zones, where documented for each security system. 
Document the number of areas required in each security system, generally separating internal zones from perimeter zones. 

Area time delay: Provide adjustable entry/exit time delay for each area, with adjustment range 0 to 
180 s. 
In each security system. Document the areas requiring delayed entry sectors. These should be kept to a minimum. Indicate the 
time range required. This should just be sufficient for a person familiar with the system to activate it. 

Intruder alarm system processor 
FERMAX have a number of intruder alarm systems of varying size to accommodate single domestic dwellings, small to large 
commercial and accommodation buildings, public buildings, industrial complexes, educational and health buildings. 

FERMAX’s entry level intruder alarm systems have either 8 or 16 zone capacity. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

General: Provide FERMAX intruder alarm processor systems including: 
- Wireless and wired operational capability. 
- Two way wireless devices and operational modules, if documented. 
- Area or zone control. 
- Optional modules for GSM/GPRS communications. 
- Optional modules for TCP/IP network address features. 
- Multi-language capability. 
- Remote programing. 
- Telephone calling and call back. 
- Large user capability (up to 100 users). 
- Capability to arm/disarm/isolate different zones within the system. 
- Capability to log alarms and send remote alarm information. 
- Duress/emergency alarm features. 
- Software: Provide all software, if required. 
Activation devices 
General: Provide FERMAX activation devices, as documented. 
FERMAX have a wide range of activation devices for initiating and controlling the intruder alarm system. Activation devices 
include: 

• Keypads. 

• Wireless pendants and keys. 

• PIR detection devices. 

• Proximity cards, cards and card readers. 

A number of the devices are listed below for guidance to designers. Document the activation devices required in the 
SELECTIONS or on project documents. 

Keypads: 
- LCD multi-language keypad: CRW-RUNLCDSG hard wired keypad. 
- LCD wireless keypad: CRW-WL FW2KPID9F wireless keypad. 
- LED multi-language keypad: CRW-RUNOLEDWG hard wired keypad. 
Two-way wireless pendant: CRW-WL RX FW2RMTNC9F programmable wireless remote pendant. 
Network communicator 
Requirement: If the intruder alarm system is required to communicate to a smart phone application for 
self-monitoring, provide a network communication module, as documented. 
IP plugin module: CRW-CRTCP001 IP to fit FERMAX intruder alarm panels. 
The network communicator module is only required where remote communication is to a smart phone application. The basic 
intruder alarm system is able to communicate alarms via the telephone network and the module is not required for this function. 

Delete if not required. 
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Alarm devices 
Outdoor alarm siren and strobe light: FERMAX ALM-SIREN SLIM LINE externally mounted hard wired 
siren unit complete with Xenon strobe light and anti-tamper devices. 
Internal screamer: FERMAX internal hard wired screamer device. 
PIR detection devices 
Movement detectors are defined in AS 2201.3 clause 1.4.9. 

Sufficient detectors should be installed to provide full coverage of the designated areas. They should be mounted to avoid 
detection of movement outside the designated areas. They are best indicated on the drawings. 

FERMAX have a wide range of PIR’s including shock and break glass detectors, for wall and ceiling mounting, covering internal 
and external types. A range of mounting brackets are available for different mounting configurations of detectors. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

General: Provide FERMAX PIR detectors to provide required coverage, as documented. 
PIR detectors: CRW-DET SWANQUAD mirror optic type with 4 curtains with pet immunity for animals 
up to 25 kg. 
Dual PIR and microwave detectors: CRW-DET PET SWAN1000 mirror optic type PIR with 4 curtains, 
microwave motion sensors and with pet immunity for animals up to 25 kg. 
Door and window contacts 
This includes magnetic reed switches in door frames, window opening sections and heavy duty reed switches for vehicular 
doors. Wired and wireless reed switches are available. 

Reed switches: Provide FERMAX concealed magnetic reed switches which operate when: 
- A personnel door or window is opened more than 20 mm at the lock/latch edge. 
- The fixed leaf of a double door is opened more than 20 mm at the lock/latch edge. 
- A vehicular door is opened more than 100 mm. 
Door lock sensors: Provide micro switches or magnetic contacts in lock keepers or door locks which 
incorporate a bolt movement sensing device. 
Document the type required, such as micro switches in the lock keeper or reed switches. 

Function: To detect bolt movements more than 10 mm. 
Event logging 
Generally, event logging will not be required unless a local or centralised monitoring system is to be provided. Document project 
requirements when required. 

Delete if not required. 

Output: Provide for event logging from the alarm and access control panel at a local security 
monitoring system, as documented. 
Function: To generate a report showing, as a minimum, the date, time and category of alarm initiations 
and access control entries. 
Remote monitoring 
Delete if monitoring is not required. 

Consider interfacing with an existing security or building management system. Subject to spare capacity, alarm outputs for 
monitoring purposes can generally be connected without difficulty. However, higher levels such as remote setting and 
monitoring of computer based systems may restrict the selection of the new system. 

Ascertain method of connection to remote base station, if required. Allow for the work associated with connection, such as 
charges for line rental and connection. Contractor to select method. 

For local monitoring, indicate the location of the monitoring system or security control room, and whether additional mimic 
panels are required. For connection to central stations see AS/NZS 2201.5. 

For remote monitoring, document the method of connection and the location of the monitoring station or base. This will usually 
be via the telephone mobile network or via IP data connection or, in some cases, a leased line e.g. Securitel. Less complex 
systems are usually connected via the telephone network to a location from where a key holder or other responsible person can 
respond. Indicate the level of control required from a remote location, such as resetting alarms, and securing the system. 

Monitoring system: Provide a monitoring system in the alarm panel or processor for transmission of 
alarms and monitoring of the system by parties responsible for attending to alarms. 
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2.3 ACCESS CONTROL PANELS - GENERAL 
General 
Requirement: Provide a FERMAX access control system, as documented. If the access control system 
includes audio, video or intercom systems, combine the access control, audio, video and intercom 
systems to form an integrated system from the same manufacturer, using common entry panels. 
Access control systems are available in varying forms from small single door standalone applications to large centralised 
systems capable of controlling access points in medium to large building complexes, and multiple building complexes on one or 
several sites. 

Complex centralised access management systems are available to manage access points over the building complex. 

FERMAX have a wide range of access control system solutions of varying size to accommodate domestic, small to large 
commercial and accommodation buildings, public buildings, industrial complexes, educational and health buildings. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Refer to the relevant Audio, video and 
intercomfacilities clauses for technical detail. 

Capacity: Provide separate entry/exit control modules for each designated access point. 
Document the number of controlled entry/exit doors, as well as the number of monitored (but not necessarily controlled) doors, 
to be connected to the system. Note that in some cases the access control processor can be combined with, or used instead of, 
the intruder alarm panel and subpanels. Also, consider entry/exit delay. Include spare capacity, and event logging system. 
Consider local or remote programming of system to accept/reject entry attempts. 

Users: Program the system to match the number of authorised users with unique access codes. 
Nominate the maximum number of authorised users with individual entry codes that the system will be required to handle. 

Time zones: At least 2 per day, with provision for weekends and public holidays. 
Indicate the number of time zones required to allow individual users authorised entry within specific time bands. 

Headend equipment 
The headend equipment generally includes access control processors, power supply modules and batteries. This equipment is 
often not suitable for installation in the entry access panels and may be mounted in a nearby secure communications cupboard 
or room. If a communications cupboard or room is not available, the equipment will need to be mounted in a suitable panel, 
either separately located or installed in a nearby electrical distribution cupboard near the relevant entrance. 

Requirement: If headend equipment cannot be installed in an adjacent communications 
cupboard/room or dedicated control panel, provide a panel conforming to INTRUDER ALARM 
SYSTEM,Intruder alarm system panels and as documented. 

2.4 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM - STAND-ALONE OR AUTONOMOUS 

Stand-alone systems are intended for opening a single door from a single access control panel. No centralised system or 
control panel is necessary. Where there are multiple access entries throughout a building complex and each access entry is 
independent, then multiple individual access control panels can be used. 

Access panels can be of various types as follows: 

• Keypad. 

• Proximity devices. 

• Bluetooth via mobile phone. 

• Biometric identification. 

• Radio frequency receivers. 

User identification records are stored locally on each device. 

Nominate the type of access controller required. 

Keypad access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Memokey keypad controllers, as documented, with the following 
features: 
- Programmable from the keypad. 
- Capacity up to 100 user codes. 
- User codes from 4 to 6 digits. 
- Acoustic confirmation tones. 
- LED indication of code acceptance/rejection. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times programmable up to 99 seconds. 
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Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via socket outlet. When available, connect the supply to a socket outlet supported by the 
site emergency power supply. When the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, use a 
permanent connection. 
Consider the door release safety requirement should a power failure prevent opening of the entry doors. Options may include 
door release on power failure, battery backup or mechanical release of the door in the building exit mode. 

Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
Keypad panels 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX keypad panels, as documented. 
FERMAX have several keypad types including the following: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Marine Memokey Ref. 4699 with stainless steel panel and permanent blue backlight. 

• Skyline Memokey Ref. 7438, with aluminium panel and permanent blue backlight is also able to be installed on the Skyline 
audio/video door entry system panels. 

• Other options are available in the range. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document the keypad devices required in the schedules 
or on project documents. 

Proximity reader controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX proximity reader controllers, as documented, with the following 
features: 
- Programmable from a master card, or by PC software. 
- Proximity reader adjustment by incorporated dipswitches. 
- Capacity up to 400 user cards or keyrings. 
- Acoustic confirmation tones. 
- LED visual indication of swipe card acceptance/rejection. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times programmable up to 99 seconds. 
Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230V/12Vdc power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via a socket outlet. When available, connect the power supply to a socket outlet supported 
by the site emergency power supply. When the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, use a 
permanent connection. 
Consider door release safety requirement should a power failure prevent opening of the entry doors. Options may include door 
release on power failure, battery backup or mechanical release of the door in the building exit mode. 

Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have several proximity controller types, including the following: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline proximity reader Ref. 6992. 

• Marine proximity reader Ref. 5472 with stainless steel panel and permanent blue backlight. 

Other options are available in the range. Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

Document the keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Proximity cards and keyfobs 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX proximity cards or teardrop keyfob, as documented. 
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FERMAX have several proximity card/keyring types as follows: 

• Proximity teardrop keyfob Ref. 23361. 

• Proximity Card Ref. 2336. 

Document the keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Radio controlled entry access systems 
Radio controlled entry access systems comprise a radio transmitter for remote operation and radio receivers at each access 
entry point. 

FERMAX has a range of equipment to allow installation of a radio controlled access system. 

Requirement: Provide FERMAX radio controlled entry access system complete with radio transmitters, 
as documented. 
Radio receiver: FERMAX Wiegand RF receiver Ref. FVN-RX at each door access, mounted adjacent 
to the door entry controller and including the following: 
- 433 MHz operational frequency. 
- 500 code capability. 
- IP54 rating (IP65 for external application). 
- 1 onboard opticoupler relay. 
- Connected to the 12V door entry controller power supply. 
Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where radio receivers are required. 

Radio transmitters: Provide FERMAX Wiegand RF transmitters Ref. FVN-TX to work with door entry 
RF controller. Include the following: 
- 433 MHz operational frequency. 
- 4 button code transmission capability. 
- FVN-TX/P transmitter: Integrated swipe proximity magnetic components. (Optional) 
The FVN-TX transmitters have 4 code transmission buttons. Each button activates a separate transmission code and is capable 
of operating four separate access entry devices. An access controller and RF receiver are required at each access entry point to 
operate the entry facility. 

Where several entries are required to operate as a group, a single radio signal capable of operating the RF receivers at different 
entry locations is required. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where radio transmitters are required. 

Bluetooth access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Bluetooth reader controllers, as documented, with the following 
features: 
- Operated by mobile telephone Bluetooth technologies acting as user identifiers. 
- Activated by authorised mobile telephone programmed for use with the controller in the following 

three modes:   
. Automatic Mode (Without PIN). 
. Request Confirmation. 
. Request PIN. 

- Capacity up to 40 mobile telephones. 
- Configurable reading range up to 20 m. 
- Configurable reception time. 
- Acoustic confirmation tones. 
- LED visual indication of swipe card acceptance/rejection. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times programmable up to 99 seconds. 
Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via socket outlet. When available, connect the power supply to a GPO supported by the 
site emergency power supply. When the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, use a 
permanent connection. 
Consider the door release safety requirement should a power failure prevent opening of the entry doors. Options may include 
door release on power failure, battery backup or mechanical release of the door in the building exit mode. 

Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories with the capability to accept the following controls: 
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- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have several Bluetooth access controller types as follows: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline Bluetooth reader Ref. 6993. 

• Marine Bluetooth reader Ref. 5473 with stainless steel panel. 

• Other options are available in the range. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document the keypad devices required in the schedules 
or on project documents. 

Biometric identification access controller 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Biometric reader controllers, as documented, with the following 
features: 
- Fingerprint recognition. 
- Manual programming using infrared remote control or PC software. 
- Capacity up to 4500 single fingerprint format. 
- Acoustic confirmation tones. 
- LED visual displays. 
- Compatible with other access control functions, i.e. keypad, proximity card. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times programmable up to 99 seconds. 
Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via socket outlet. When available, connect the power supply to a socket outlet supported 
by the site emergency power supply. When the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, use a 
permanent connection. 
Consider the door release safety requirement should a power failure prevent opening of the entry doors. Options may include 
door release on power failure, battery backup or mechanical release of the door in the building exit mode. 

Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have several biometric access controller types including the following: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline fingerprint reader with proximity reader Ref. 6936 mounted in a Skyline frame 1v Ref. 7341. 

• Marine fingerprint reader with proximity reader Ref. 5482 with stainless steel panel. 

Other options are available in the range. Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document the 
keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Dual function access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX dual function reader access controllers, as documented. 
The FERMAX range of stand-alone access control panels are available with dual mode readers. Additionally, 
audio/video/intercom facilities may be included on the access control panels. Dual mode controllers include the following 

• Combination of keypad and proximity readers. 

• Combination of keypad and biometric readers. 

• Combination of biometric and proximity readers. 

• Combination of RF receivers and proximity readers. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where dual function controllers are required. 

Audio, video and intercom facilities 
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Stand-alone access control systems are often combined with audio, video and intercom systems in an integrated panel. Refer to 
AUDIO, VIDEO AND INTERCOM DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS. 
All the stand-alone access control panels are capable of integration with FERMAX audio and video door entry systems. Use the 
FERMAX range of facia panels to incorporate access control readers and audio/video devices. Include in documentation where 
required. 

2.5 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM - CENTRALISED 

Centralised access control systems are intended to manage medium to large building facilities as well as multiple buildings on a 
common site. In these systems, access control panels or reader/processors are connected to one another through a single or 
multiple central control units. 

The central control unit contains the relevant access control information and controls the relevant entry processors throughout 
the building facility it controls. In the case of multiple control units, the access control information is shared between control 
units, each containing the relevant access control information for the area it controls. Complex communication networks and 
software are necessary for the systems to function. 

The centralised access control system does not require an overseeing PC. It can be set up to operate without a PC or with 
single or multiple PCs that can permanently be installed anywhere in the communications network to form a central or off site 
supervisory centre or to simple provide a window into the system. 

Generally centralised control systems may manage or interface with: 

• Access control systems. 

• Intruder alarm systems. 

• Duress alarms. 

• Audio and video call systems. 

• Connection to external security agencies. 

The individual access control devices installed at each entry facility are as generally set out for the stand-alone access 
controllers. 

FERMAX have a similar range of access controllers which are designed for use with the FERMAX 2405 Central unit. These 
controllers are under the supervision of the central unit. 

Document the type of access controller and communications hardware necessary for the system to function. 

Central control unit 
A key feature of the FERMAX MDS Ref. 2405 Central Unit is its capability to manage access control and integrated access 
control/intercom systems using a common unit. Each unit is able to manage 1,020 users, and up to 32 video door entry panels 
and access control system readers, 10 guard units and 9,999 apartments. You are also able to integrate up to 63 Ref. 2405 
central control units in one system multiplying your capacity by 63. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

Type: MDS Central Control Unit Ref. 2405, including the following features: 
- 1020 users per central unit. 
- 32 access points. 
- Capability to connect up to 63 central control units. 
- Capability to connect a 10 MDS Digital Guard Unit Ref. 2537. 
- Online access testing. 
- Register of the last 3,000 incidents (entries, exits, access denied, alerts, etc.) within the memory 

without the need to download it to the PC. 
- Option to connect readers with or without an integrated controller (via the door controller). 
Where the capacity of the central control unit has been exceeded, additional central control units will need to be installed at 
strategic locations in the system. They require interconnection using shielded cables. 

Document the number of control units required and their location in the system. Refer to the FERMAX 2405 Central Unit Manual 
for design information. 

Interconnection between central control units, door controllers and readers: Use core 14/0.20 security 
cable for the connection of 12 V d.c. power supply between units and shielded twisted pair cable for 
control data between units. 
PC programming module: If a permanent PC is installed in the system, provide any required software 
and hardware. 
System programming: Provide system programming facilities, as documented. Program all access 
entry readers from the Ref. 2405 central control units. 
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System programming is provided by either of the following: 

• A PC permanently installed in the system such as a supervisory station. 

• A PC programming module temporarily connected to the system to allow programming or software system changes. 

PC programming connection: Where a permanent computer is used for programing changes, provide 
an USB to RS 232 serial port converter and Ref. 2466 programming module. 
Remote management: Where an internet connected PC is used, allow for the installation of remote 
access software such as Teamviewer. If an onsite PC doesn’t exist, the system can still be managed 
remotely via a TIBBO interface module provided the TIBBO module is connected to the internet with 
the required port forwarding activated. 
On-site computer management software: Provide the FERMAX management software preinstalled on 
the computer. 
Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via socket outlet. When available, connect the power supply to a socket outlet supported 
by the site emergency power supply. When the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, use a 
permanent connection. 
Consider the door release safety requirement should a power failure prevent opening of the entry doors. Options may include 
door release on power failure, battery backup or mechanical release of the door in the building exit mode. 

The power supply is able to power access controllers installed in the system by cable bus interconnection between the central 
control unit and door access controllers. Alternative power supplies of varying capacity are available to meet the power 
requirements of the designed system. 

Where the power supply capacity is insufficient to power all the door access controllers, additional power supplies will be 
required at strategic access door locations. 

Management software: Provide MDS management software preloaded on the Windows PC, if an 
onsite PC is required. 
Batteries and chargers 
Sealed battery: Provide a 12 V d.c. 7Ah sealed battery and charger contained within each control 
panel to supply uninterruptible power in the event of mains power loss. 
Delete if not required. 

Keypad access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Ref. 7453 Keypad Controller, as documented, with the following 
features: 
- Capability for integration on the Skyline audio/video door entry system panels. 
- Blue backlit zamak keypad. 
- Integrated keypad and controller. 
- Programmable from the central unit. 
- Capacity as per the central unit. 
- User codes from 4 to 6 digits. 
- Acoustic confirmation tones on pressing buttons. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times. 
Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
Keypad panels 
Requirement: Provide keypad panels, as documented. 
FERMAX have keypad types suitable for the following: 

• Internal/external mounting. 

• Recessed/surface mounting. 

FERMAX keypad models include: 

• Skyline Keypad W Ref. 7453: A module design able to be installed on the Skyline audio/video door entry system panels. 
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• Marine AC Plus Keypad Ref. 4696: A stainless steel panel and permanent blue backlight. 

Other options are available in the range. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document the keypad devices required in the schedules 
or on project documents. 

Proximity reader controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Ref. 7440 or Ref. 5277 proximity reader controllers, as documented, 
with the following features: 
- Capability for integration on the Skyline audio/video door entry system panels. 
- Proximity reader operation by swiping proximity card. 
- Integrated reader and controller. 
- Capacity as per the Central unit. 
- Acoustic and LED visual indication of swipe card acceptance/rejection. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times. 
Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have proximity controller types suitable for the following: 

• Internal/external mounting. 

• Recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline proximity reader Ref. 7440. 

• Mini proximity reader Ref. 5227. 

• Marine proximity reader Ref. 5472 with stainless steel panel and permanent blue backlight. 

Other options are available in the range. 

Document the keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Proximity cards and keyfobs 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX proximity cards and keyfobs, as documented. 
FERMAX have several proximity card/keyring types as follows: 

• Proximity teardrop keyfob Ref. 23361. 

• Proximity Card (large format) Ref. 2336. 

Document the keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Radio controlled entry access systems 
Radio controlled entry access systems comprise a radio transmitter for remote operation and radio receivers at each access 
entry point. 

FERMAX has a range of equipment to allow installation of a radio controlled access system. 

Requirement: Provide FERMAX radio controlled entry access system complete with radio transmitters, 
as documented. 
Radio receiver: FERMAX Wiegand RF receiver Ref. FVN-RX at each door access, mounted adjacent 
to the door entry controller and including the following: 
- 433 MHz operational frequency. 
- 500 code capability. 
- IP54 rating (IP65 for external application). 
- 1 onboard opticoupler relay. 
- Connected to the 12V door entry controller power supply. 
Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where radio receivers are required. 

Radio transmitters: Provide FERMAX Wiegand RF transmitters Ref. FVN-TX to work with door entry 
RF controller. Include the following: 
- 433 MHz operational frequency. 
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- 4 button code transmission capability. 
- FVN-TX/P transmitter: Integrated swipe proximity magnetic components. (Optional) 
The FVN-TX transmitters have 4 code transmission buttons. Each button activates a separate transmission code and is capable 
of operating four separate access entry devices. An access controller and RF receiver are required at each access entry point to 
operate the entry facility. 

Where several entries are required to operate as a group, a single radio signal capable of operating the RF receivers at different 
entry locations is required. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where radio transmitters are required. 

Bluetooth access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Wiegand 26-Data/Clock Bluetooth controllers, as documented, with 
the following features: 
- Capability for integration on the Skyline audio/video door entry system panels. 
- Operated by mobile telephone Bluetooth technologies acting as user identifiers. 
- Activated by authorised mobile telephone programmed for use with the controller in the following 

three modes:   
. Automatic mode (without PIN). 
. Request Confirmation. 
. Request PIN. 

- Capacity as per the Central Unit. 
- Integrated reader and controller. 
- Configurable reading range up to 20 m. 
- Configurable reception time. 
- Acoustic and visual status data. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times programmable from central unit. 
Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have several Bluetooth access controller types as follows: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline Bluetooth reader Ref. 7479 mounted in Skyline frame. 

• Marine Bluetooth reader Ref. 5473 with stainless steel panel. 

Other options are available in the range. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document the keypad devices required in the schedules 
or on project documents. 

Biometric identification access controller 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Ref. 6989 Wiegand26-Data/Clock Biometric fingerprint reader 
controllers, as documented, with the following features: 
- Capability for integration on the Skyline audio/video door entry system panels. 
- Proximity reader operation by swiping a proximity card. 
- Integrated reader and controller. 
- Capacity as per the Central Unit. 
- Acoustic and LED visual indication of fingerprint acceptance/rejection. 
- Adjustable lock release activation times. 
- IP 43. 
Accessories: Provide FERMAX accessories able to accept the following controls: 
- Exit button to operate doors from inside the building. 
- Free access button to allow opening of doors for unrestricted access to the building. 
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- Operation of door release devices, i.e. locks. 
- Relay with output contacts for auxiliary devices. 
FERMAX have several Biometric access controller types as follows: 

• Suitable for internal/external mounting. 

• Suitable for recessed/surface mounting. 

• Skyline fingerprint reader with proximity reader Ref. 6936 mounted in Skyline panel. 

• Marine fingerprint reader with proximity reader Ref. 5474 with stainless steel panel. 

Other options are available in the range. Document the keypad devices required in the schedules or on project documents. 

Dual function access controllers 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX dual function reader access controllers, as documented. 
The FERMAX range of access control panels are available with dual mode readers to suit the centralised access control 
system. Additionally, audio/video/intercom facilities may be included on the access control panels. Dual mode controllers 
include the following: 

• Combination of keypad and proximity readers. 

• Combination of keypad and biometric readers. 

• Combination of biometric and proximity readers. 

• Combination of RF receivers and proximity readers. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. Document where dual function controllers are required. 

Audio, video and intercom facilities 

Access control systems are often combined with audio, video and intercom systems in an integrated panel. Refer to AUDIO, 
VIDEO AND INTERCOM DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS. 
All the access control panels are capable of integration with FERMAX audio and video door entry systems. Use the FERMAX 
Skyline range of facia panels to incorporate access control readers and audio/video devices. Include in documentation where 
required. 

PC monitoring station 
Requirement: Provide PC monitoring stations, as documented. 
PC monitoring facilities can be established at any point in the centralised system, either as part of a central supervisory station, 
a remote off-site station or as a window into the system at designated points. Several interface methods for connection of the 
PC to central control unit are available. 

PC to central control unit: Provide USB to RS 232 serial port converter and Ref. 2466 programming 
module. 
Refer to the FERMAX MDS Ref. 2405 Central Unit Manual for design information related to cable interconnections. 

Interconnecting cable systems 
Requirements: Provide interconnecting cables to FERMAX’s recommendations and as documented. 
Fibre optical cable systems may also be used over long distances. Include relevant cable systems in the documentation. 

Signal repeaters 
Signal repeaters are required on long cable runs where the signal is attenuated to too low a level for functionality. Repeater 
units are required to regenerate or boost the signals to usable levels. Generally, runs exceeding 1,200 m will require signal 
repeaters. 

Requirement: Provide MDS Ref. 2339 Repeaters to regenerate digital BUS signals on twisted paired 
cables between panels, generally when distances exceed 1,200 m and as documented. 
Fibre optical converters 
Fibre optical converters are required where very long distances are involved in digital signalling. Optical converters include 
transmitters and receivers for the conversion of signals between electric and optical. 

Requirement: Provide MDS Ref. 1345 Fibre Optical Converters, as documented. 

2.6 AUDIO, VIDEO AND INTERCOM DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS 
General 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX audio, video and intercom door entry systems, as documented. 
Where the audio, video or intercom systems include access control systems, combine the access 
control, audio, video and intercom systems together to form an integrated system, using common 
entry panels. 
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Audio/video intercom systems allow visitors to building complexes to announce their arrival at the main entrance and allow the 
dwelling occupant to release the entry access facilities to allow access to the building and lift security only to their level. Access 
control devices can also be configured into the system, i.e. keypads to allow authorised parties to enter the building. 

FERMAX has three main audio/video intercom systems for the control of entry into buildings. These vary in size and complexity 
to provide call and access release systems for single domestic, housing complexes with many homes or apartments, multiple 
high rise domestic and commercial building complexes. 

The three main audio/video intercom systems, each containing a wide range of variation in equipment and function are as 
follows: 

• VDS product range. 

• MDS/VDS combined range. 

• LYNX IP product range. 

The VDS product range is a digital based system. It can manage up to 199 homes, 2 entrance access with a central guard unit 
without any requirement for head-end equipment. The VDS audio digital intercom is a 3-wire system and the VDS video digital 
intercom is a 5-wire system. The maximum distance for system operation is 200 m. There is a wide range of panel types, colour 
monitors and audio systems. The product range comes with a range of accessories. 

The MDS (Multiplexed Digital System) is a digital audio, video and access control door-entry system of maximum performance 
and great capacity. It allows the management of buildings and condominiums of whatever size. It is able to provide: 

• Audio and video door entry systems. 

• Intercommunication facilities between access entries, and guard units. 

• Access management and control. 

• Intruder security over the building complex. 

• Some building services automation. 

The MDS/VDScombined system has the most complete functions and maximum wiring simplicity. It is a combination of: 

• MDS Digital System for General Entrances. 

• VDS Digital System for Interior Blocks. 

The MDS/VDS combined system is a digital based system and. has capacity to control up to 9,999 units and 32 entrances or 
guard units per central unit. The product range comes with a range of accessories. There is a wide range of panel types, control 
unit processors, colour monitors and audio systems. 

The Lynx IP system is a true TCP/IP based system able to manage from single family homes to buildings without a size limit 
and without any head-end equipment. It allows audio multichannel and data flows with unlimited capacity. The system allows for 
power over the ethernet (POE) and can be easily integrated into LAN using structured cable systems and standard network 
equipment. 

FERMAX also have many kit packages suitable for single and multiple home/apartment installations. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

2.7 FERMAX MDS SYSTEM 
Equipment configuration 
General: The equipment necessary for a combined audio/video intercom and access control system, 
includes the following: 
- Headend equipment. 
- Door entry audio/video intercom annunciator equipment and where required access entry readers. 
- Access entry control devices. 
- Receiver station audio/video intercom and access control in individual dwellings or management 

control areas. 
- Data distribution system throughout the building complex. 
- Garage or external facilities access, i.e. swimming pools or tennis courts. 
Headend equipment 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX headend equipment, as documented. 
The headend equipment generally comprises central control units, 12 V d.c. power supply, 12 V d.c. backup power supply and 
switcher units. 

Note: VDS and Lynx IP systems don’t require headend equipment. 

Central control unit: MDS Central Control Unit Ref. 2405. 
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The Ref. 2405 central control unit is integral to the access control and audio/video intercom systems. Where only audio/video 
intercom systems are required, it forms the central control unit function. It is fully described in ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS - 
CENTRALISED. 

The Ref. 2405 control unit manages the capacity of the system. 

On large building complexes several Ref. 2405 units may be required, i.e. one per building block where a number of buildings 
form the building complex. 

Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the 
controller is via socket outlet. Where available connect the power supply to a socket outlet supported 
by the site emergency power supply. Where the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, 
utilise a permanent connection. 
Backup power supply: FERMAX Ref. 2060 12V battery adaptor backup power supply complete with 
12 V battery as documented. 
Nominate battery capacity for connection to the Ref. 2060 switcher. 

Note: Some equipment may require an 18 V d.c. power supply. Provide where required by the equipment supplier. Delete if not 
required. 

Switcher unit: Provide MDS Digital Access Switcher unit Ref. 2379 for every two audio/video intercom 
entry panels. Connect the first unit to the 2405 central unit and serial connect remaining Ref. 2379 
units using a multi-wired BUS as per the manufacturer’s documentation for audio, video and power 
requirements. 
Door entry panels 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Skyline entry panels, as documented. 
Door entry panels for single or small dwellings: 
- Push-button modules mounted in entry panels. Provide one button for each dwelling or 

management control area to allow audio, and if included, video contact between the entry facility 
and dwelling or management control area. 

Door entry panels for large dwelling complexes: 
- A keypad module, where a list of occupants is available listing the code required to contact the 

dwelling or management control areas. 
- A LCD display module containing the dwelling directory and dwelling codes, integrated with a 

keypad module for entry of the dwelling or management control areas code. 
Two types of entry module are generally available. Select required type. 

Audio module 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX audio modules and mount in FERMAX Skyline door entry panels, as 
documented. 
Audio module: Incorporate the electronic circuits needed for: 
- Audio system operation. 
- Volume control allowing installer to set the desired volume levels. 
- Voice synthesizer allowing messages such as, on operating the lock release it issues a message: 

“the door is open, please close the door behind you”. 
- Door opening circuitry. 
Video module 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX video modules and mount in FERMAX Skyline door entry panels, as 
documented. 
The video modules include audio and video functions in the same module and is available with colour cameras. 

Video module: Incorporate the electronic circuits needed for: 
- Audio system operation (audio volume control to allow installer to set the desired volume levels). 
- Voice synthesizer allowing messages such as, on operating the lock release it issues a message: 

“the door is open, please close the door behind you”. 
- Door opening circuitry. 
- Colour camera. 
- Video camera operation with adjustments for the installer to set the optimal level with built-in lighting 

and pan and tilt regulation system to adjust the camera lens. 
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Access control modules: Where access control is required, i.e. keypads, proximity devices, incorporate 
access control modules in the entry panel, integrated with the communications modules. 
Entry area CCTV camera 
Requirement: Provide wide angle entry area HD Analogue CCTV camera for additional CCTV 
surveillance of the entry area, where documented. Connect camera video outputs into the FERMAX 
system for distribution to building via the MDS video distributers. 
Where fixed next to or above doorways, persons standing at the door should be readily identifiable from the door station 
camera. 

Document mounting and power supply facilities to suit the installation. 

Interconnecting cable systems 
Requirements: Provide interconnecting cables to FERMAX’s recommendations, and as documented. 
Fibre optical cable systems may also be used over long distances. Include relevant cable systems in the documentation. 

Entry panel types 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Skyline or marine entry panels, as documented. 
FERMAX have a wide range of panel types sizes and finishes within system ranges. These panels allow for different 
combinations of push-buttons, access control readers, LCD displays, cameras and audio devices. 

The range of panels are cross linked between the various product lines and are generally as follows: 

• Skyline range. 

• Marine panel range. 

Refer to FERMAX product range and document project requirements. 

Telephone handset and video monitor systems 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX telephone handset and video monitor systems, as documented. 
The telephone and video monitor system is the audio/video intercom and access control equipment located in the dwelling or 
management control area. 

Telephone handsets 
The telephone handset connects via the cable infrastructure to the entry access panel. The telephone handset may be for audio 
reception only or may integrate both audio and video in the unit. 

The telephone unit may be wall or deck mounted, handset or hands-free type. Nominate telephone receiver types and functions. 

Audio only telephone unit: Provide FERMAX VDS Basic Loft Telephone Ref. 3390 with the following 
features: 
- Capability to communicate to entry access panels. 
- Door release button. 
- Guard unit call button. 
- Capability to connect house door bell to telephone. 
- Wall mount capability in premises. 
FERMAX handset audio only telephone units: FERMAX VDS Extra Loft Telephone Ref. 3991. 

FERMAX hands-free units: FERMAX iLoft telephone VDS Extra Ref. 5601. 

FERMAX iLoft handsfree telephone VDS Extra Ref. 5601 
Audio only hands-free telephone unit: Provide FERMAX VDS Extra hands-free iLoft Telephone Ref. 5601 with 
the following features: 
- Hands-free operation simultaneous full duplex operation on activation of outdoor panel. Optional change 

from hands-free to press to talk feature. 
- LED indication of call in communication, automatic open function and do not disturb function. 
- Audio on/off button. 
- Door release and guard unit call button. 
- Capability to connect house door bell. 
- 5 selectable ringtones. 
- Sequential volume control. 
- “Do not disturb” function. 
- 1 push-button for additional functions. 
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If using FERMAX iLoft hands-free telephone handsets, convert this Optional text style to Normal style text. 

Video monitor 
Telephone handset type monitor requirement: Provide FERMAX Colour VDS Loft monitor Ref. 3305, 
where documented, with the following features: 
- Activates/deactivates communication with the outdoor panel. 
- 3.5” (9 cm) colour monitor with TFT screen. 
- Wall mounted. 
- 18 V d.c. operation. 
- Door release at access entry and guard unit call button. 
- Auto-on button for main and secondary camera activation. 
- Call volume control. 
- Colour, brightness and contrast control. 
- On/off control. 
- Two spare push-buttons for allocation to additional features. 
- Doorbell connectability. 
Hands-free type monitor requirements: Provide FERMAX Colour Smile monitor Ref. 6545, where 
documented, with the following features: 
- Activates/deactivates communication with the outdoor panel. 
- 3.5” (9 cm) colour monitor with TFT screen. 
- Wall mounted. 
- 18 V d.c. operation. 
- Door release at access entry and guard unit call button. 
- Auto-on button for main and secondary camera activation. 
- Call volume control. 
- Colour, brightness and contrast control. 
- On/off control. 
- Two spare push-buttons for allocation to additional features. 
- Doorbell connectability. 
- Available in flush and surface mounted types. 
FERMAX have a number of handset video monitor units as follows: 

• FERMAX B&W Loft monitor Ref. 3311. 

• FERMAX Colour Loft monitor Ref. 3305. 

FERMAX hands-free units: 

• FERMAX Colour Smile monitor Ref. 6545 with 3.5” (9 cm) screen. 

• FERMAX Colour Smile monitor Ref. 6550 with 7” (18 cm) screen. 

• FERMAX Colour VIVO monitor Ref. 1600 with 7” (18 cm) screen. 

Units are available with a range of mounting frames and colours. 

Lift control 
The specific functions to control the lift are determined by the installer's installation and configuration. For security reasons, a 
system may restrict use of the lift for visitors and residents. The defined level of restriction for residents is different than that 
defined for visitors: the visitors may only access the floor corresponding to the apartment that opened their door, and residents 
may access their floor and other options such as garage, gymnasium, club, etc., which would be the floors defined in a "lift 
group." 

Set out the lift control requirements in the documents. 

Requirement: Provide the following general lift control functions as follows: 
- Lift control from residents’ video monitor: Activation of the lift button on the controller to send the lift 

to the user’s floor and remain accessible for a predetermined time. Access to floors once inside the 
lift is dependent on programmed designations, e.g. building egress floors, garages, and common 
activities levels such as gymnasiums and swimming pools, if required. 
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- Lift control from street panels by visitors: Once access is allowed into the building, lift access 
allowed only to the designated floor where the resident has instigated access and only for a 
predetermined time. 

- Lift control from access control readers: Lift control is available only after activation of a resident’s 
access control programs for access to floors predetermined for the building for the resident. Lifts to 
the floor where access control has been instigated and available for a predetermined time. 

- Lift control from a lift floor call panel: Activation of a lift call button sends the lift to the floor of the call 
and only allow egress from the lift at building entrance or garage level. 

- Lift control software: Program lift control functions into the access control system using FERMAX 
software, setting up resident and visitor protocols, e.g. for Lynx systems use the Property 
Management Unit software. 

- Electronic relays: Use FERMAX electronic relays connected to the access control system and the lift 
controls to provide lift access control. 

Guard units 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX Ref. 2537 guard unit, as documented. 
Each of the audio and video door entry systems have a guard unit in their range of equipment. 

Guard units are desk mounted intercom devices strategically located in the building complex to allow communications with any 
access entry point or home, and can establish communication between any two points of the installation. 

Guard unit facilities: Provide guard units with the following features: 
- 4” (10 cm) graphics display that informs of all events and actions within the installation, such as 

origin of call. 
- Type of call. 
- Call. 
- Call waiting. 
- Latest communication. 
- Three operational modes being day, night and mixed. 
- May act as an emergency or panic centre. 
Data distribution system 
Requirement: Provide FERMAX MDS audio decoders and MDS video distributors, as documented. 
Audio and video data signals are distributed on cable buses throughout the building and require audio decoders and video 
distributors to manage the communications information to each premises. 

Audio decoders: Use FERMAX Ref. 2409 decoder units. 
 Four output video distributors: Use FERMAX Ref. 2449 distribution units. 
Power supply to decoders and distributors 
Requirement: Provide 12 V d.c. and 18 V d.c. power supplies to decoders and distributors as required 
by the equipment supplier. 
Equipment connection: Connect telephone receivers to the decoders and distributors. 
Interconnecting cable systems 
Requirements: Provide multicore, power, twisted pair, coaxial and Cat 6 interconnecting cables as 
recommended by the supplier and as documented. 
Fibre optical cable systems may also be used over long distances. Include relevant cable systems in the documentation. 

2.8 FERMAX LYNX IP SYSTEM 

The FERMAX Lynx IP system is an alternative to the FERMAX MDS system. Lynx IP is an increasingly popular alternative due 
to simpler system requirements. If documenting the Lynx IP system, include this Optional text by changing the style to Normal 
style. 

System features 
Skyline LYNX Digital ST3 entry panel system: 
- Programable access control and digital communication over the building access control system. 
- Independent control over the access and communications system. 
- Unlimited capability to communicate with building users. 
- Capability to operate in a wireless, cable and optical fibre environments. 
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- Multi-channel conversation and data flow with unlimited capacity. 
- TCP/IP protocols over existing LAN or individual LAN systems. 
- PoE capability. 
- Lynx access management facilities, i.e. keypads, proximity readers, etc. 
- Lynx audio communications equipment modules. 
- Lynx video equipment modules, i.e. colour CCTV and VIVO LCD IP monitors. 
- Access to multiple site CCTV cameras. 
- Integrated lift security interface. 
- Lynx information monitors. 
Power supply: FERMAX FER-88405 230 V/12 V d.c. power supply unit. The power supply to the controller is via 
socket outlet. Where available connect the power supply to a socket outlet supported by the site emergency 
power supply. Where the socket outlet is located in an unsecured location, utilise a permanent connection. 
Backup power supply: FERMAX Ref. 2060 12 V battery adaptor backup power supply complete with 12 V 
battery, as documented. 

Nominate battery capacity for connection to the 2060 switcher. 

Delete if not required. 

POE Switcher: Provide Lynx PoE Digital Access Switcher unit Ref. 1617 or 1618 for every four or eight 
audio/video/intercom panels respectively. 

If using the Lynx IP system, entry readers, audio and video systems, guard units, telephone and video receivers are as 
generally set out for the FERMAX MDS system and must be compatible with the Lynx system. Refer to FERMAX documentation 
for details. 

Include relevant cable systems in the documentation. 

Residential system management 
Requirement: Provide residential management PC complete with Lynx Property Management software, where 
documented. 

Where on-site residential management PC is not required, the Lynx system is programmable from the installers PC using the 
Lite Residential Management software. 

2.9 DOOR CONTROL DEVICES 
General 
Schedule the individual doors together with the method of releasing or securing them. Take into account fire safety regulations, 
including fail safe operation, for means of egress from controlled doors. Where manual activation devices are located on one 
side of the door only, make sure that access from the opposite side is provided in the door hardware in conformance with the 
relevant codes. 

Requirement: Provide electric strikes, electric locks, drop bolts, or similar devices as documented to 
suit door construction and hardware. 
FERMAX have a wide range of electric door/gate lock release devices to suit a wide range of door types. Refer to FERMAX 
product range and document project requirements. 

Lock release mechanisms: Provide the following: 
- Electric lock release mechanisms. 
- Electrical shields or case as required. 
- Power supply. 
- Micro-switch to allow monitoring of door status. 
Monitoring: Provide lock status and door position monitoring of door control devices, where 
documented. 
Fail-safe: Connect door control devices in a fail-safe mode to permit egress in the event of power 
failure. 
Consider exit facilities under power fail conditions. Exit facilities may be provided by: 

• Lock mechanisms which go to open position in fail safe mode. 

• A backup power supply able to provide backup power for a long duration suitable to the type of building facility. 

Delete if not required. 
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Glass doors: Provide tumbler, drop bolts or magnetic holders. 
Double leaf doors (solid frame): Provide an electric strike or lock on the fixed leaf, connected to the 
door frame by concealed flexible wiring. 
Distinguish double leaf doors from single leaf doors and state whether the wiring to double leaf doors is to be concealed or not. 

Vehicle control 
Document the particular method of obtaining entry, typically to match internal door activation. 

Describe the method of vehicle entry/exit to be provided i.e. boom gates, roller shutters, gates. 

Vehicle access control: Provide vehicle access control system combining connection to vehicular 
doors and boom gates, and interconnection to the main access control system. 
Exit loop detection: Provide a buried loop detection system adjacent to the exit point to activate boom 
gates or vehicular doors on approach by a vehicle. Connect so that doors or gates close after a pre-
set time. 
Alternatively, use push-button, RF transmitter or proximity control for exiting the facility. 

Interlock: Provide a photoelectric beam safety interlock. 
Interlock function: To prevent door or gate from closing until the vehicle has cleared the exit point. 
Mounting of entry access equipment: Where practicable, provide direct wall mounted push-buttons or 
readers; otherwise provide a robust mounting bollard and extension arm. 
Make sure that these are located within easy reach of the driver’s side window. 

Default mounting height: 1000 mm from floor level. 
Reed switches: Provide heavy duty reed switches on both sides of vehicle doors to generate a door 
closed indication at the control panel, where documented. 

2.10 DURESS ALARM 
General 
Duress alarm switches: Provide duress alarm switches, as documented. 
Desk or furniture mounting: Provide plug socket connections for duress alarm switches fixed to items 
of furniture. Conceal wiring and secure to avoid accidental disconnection. 
Wall mounting: Recessed at 900 mm above finished floor level. 
Disconnection alarm: Connect so that removal of plugs from sockets will automatically register as a 
duress alarm. 
Alarm signal: Wire duress alarm switches to FERMAX MDS Sensor Decoder for connection into the 
FERMAX security system to allow registration of an alarm at a supervisory station. 

2.11 SITE VIDEO MONITORING 
CCTV system 
General: Provide a FERMVISION TVI analogue or IP CCTV system monitoring and recording systems 
to cover areas/spaces determined as security risks, as documented. 
Smart phone apps or internet enabled PC applications are available to view and if required to manage CCTV system remotely. 
Document if this facility is a project requirement. 

Document the total system video and audio performance to suit the security risk and monitoring procedures, as determined for 
site security. 

CCTV cameras 
Cameras should be suitable for their operating environment e.g. protective enclosures if likely to be damaged. 

Note whether or not the cameras require a local power supply. If so, arrange for mains power to be provided. 

Make sure that the sensitivity of the camera allows full coverage of the nominated areas throughout the full range of anticipated 
ambient lighting conditions. Arrange for additional lighting if required. 

Show the position of remote control cameras and the controlled functions such as pan, tilt and zoom as well as the location of 
the remote control point. 

Selection: Provide colour cameras selected to provide coverage of documented areas and so that 
persons within the field of view are readily distinguishable on monitors under all ambient night and day 
lighting conditions. 
Where fixed next to or above doorways, persons standing at the door should be readily identifiable from the monitor. Where 
used to cover large areas, the coverage should allow a person moving within the area to be easily seen, not necessarily 
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identified, from the monitor. In most cases the nomination of particular focal length and aperture lenses should be left to the 
camera installer so that site conditions and exact mounting location can be taken into account. Therefore, when preparing the 
documents, only nominate the area to be covered. 

FERMAX have a range of colour cameras in the FERMVISION CCTV product range (TVI and IP types). Refer to FERMAX 
product range and document project requirements. Specify remote controlled zoom lenses with a focal range to meet the project 
specific requirements, where necessary. 

Motorised cameras: Provide camera drives which provide remote control of camera rotation and tilt, 
and of lens focal length, where documented. 
Delete if not required. 

External cameras: Provide corrosion-resistant weatherproof housings for cameras located externally, 
which allow cameras to perform to manufacturer’s specification. 
Fixing: Provide mounting brackets and hardware which rigidly fix cameras, monitors and accessories 
to buildings or structures. 

2.12 CENTRAL CONTROL/SUPERVISORY STATIONS 
General 
Requirement: Provide central control/supervisory stations, as documented. Control/supervisory 
stations may include off site monitoring facilities. 
Control/supervisory stations are intended to monitor the following systems: 

• Intruder alarm systems. 

• Access control system. 

• Duress alarms. 

• Site CCTV surveillance monitoring. 

The facilities required would generally include the following equipment: 

• Windows based software necessary for monitoring data from the various system inputs. 

• LCD monitors and video switches/records for overseeing site CCTV surveillance activities. 

• PC facilities for data storage of events related to intruder alarms, access control events. 

• Printers. 

• Guard unit for contact with the access control system. 

Designers to nominate the equipment requirements in the documents. 

LCD monitors 
General: Provide LCD colour monitors compatible with the security system. Provide fixing brackets 
and hardware for cabinet, wall-mounted and ceiling-mounted monitors. 
The monitor parameters must match the cameras provided. 

Video recording system 
Digital CCTV recording systems are available to hold the information on a large capacity magnetic storage medium such as a 
hard disk, and the data can be interrogated in detail. Suitable PVR records with DVD recording facilities are available 

Specify the system to be used or delete if not required. 

General: Provide video recording hardware and software systems which store data from each camera 
in an industry standard compressed digital format. 
Functionality: Provide the following: 
- Index according to events. 
- Fast search. 
- Frame by frame search. 
- Frame printing. 
- Zoom and pan within a recorded frame. 
- Back up daily to off-site storage. 
Minimum data storage: 30 days. 
FERMAX have a range of digital recorders capable of recording CCTV surveillance events in the FERMVISION product range. 
The recording equipment available is as follows: 

• FVN-NVR-4 channel unit. 
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• FVN-NVR-16 channel unit. 

• FVN-NVR-32 channel unit. 

• FVN-TVI Turbo DVR with 4, 8 and 16 channel units. 

Nominate the equipment requirements in the documents. Delete if not required. 

CCTV video switching system 
General: Provide switching software so that cameras can be directed to specific monitors or scanned 
sequentially at predetermined intervals to a specific monitor and which, on receipt of an alarm signal, 
interrupts the scanning sequence and switches to the relevant security zones. 
Delete if not required. 

3 EXECUTION 

3.1 EQUIPMENT POWER SUPPLY 
Mains supplies 
Marking: Label the switchboard circuit breaker from which power for the security systems is obtained 
as follows: 
- SECURITY SYSTEM - Do not switch off. 

3.2 EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION 

The equipment generally includes intruder alarm equipment, access control equipment, intercom equipment. CCTV equipment 
and control room equipment. 

Intruder alarm, headend access control equipment and floor communications equipment is generally mounted in tailor made 
equipment panels or mounted within duct and din rail mounting facilities in nearby communications cupboards. These facilities 
need to be secured. 

Entry access panels, door control panels and associated equipment are mounted in Skyline or marine grade stainless steel 
panels at entry locations. Where associated equipment cannot be mounted in these panels, it may be necessary to provided 
dedicated equipment panels installed adjacent to the entries. i.e. in ceiling above the entry area or communications cupboards. 
Associated equipment may include 12 V d.c. or 18 V d.c. power supplies and associated batteries. 

Telephone handsets or video monitor equipment is generally wall mounted in individual premises. This equipment may be flush 
or surface mounted and appropriate frames are available to suit the installation requirements. 

General 
Requirement: Mount security equipment in adjacent communications cupboard/room or dedicated 
control panels meeting the requirements for alarm system. 
Intruder alarm system 
PIR detectors installation: To AS/NZS 2201.1. 
CCTV cameras 
Positioning and adjustment: Position and aim cameras to provide optimum coverage and to minimise 
the effect of shadows or direct light sources. 
Interconnection to other services 
General: Provide functions and equipment to allow interconnection to other systems. Provide and 
connect wiring to the designated services. 
Lifts: Install and connect lift readers and associated equipment in coordination with the lift installation. 
For lift control, designate the lifts that require readers – readers are usually supplied and installed by the security contractor. 
Cabling in the lift shaft usually done by lift contractor. Security and lift contractors to liaise in regard to interconnection of security 
control with the lift controls. Allow for the work associated with this, in package contracting. 

For the intercom system, indicate the location and capacity of intercom stations, and coordinate with the access control or 
closed circuit television system. For external locations, requirements for weather proofing and tamper resistance should be 
taken into account. 

Connection to telecommunications cabling may bring the installation under ACA control. Refer to AS/CA S009. 

Completion tests 
Provide details of specific testing requirements. See AS 2201.3 Appendices A to L for detection devices. 

General: Carry out tests, including out-of-hours tests, to demonstrate the security system’s 
performance. Include the following: 
- Test components for correct function and operation. 
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- Demonstrate that devices perform on site, to at least the level stated in the manufacturer’s 
performance specification for that device. 

- Test the operation of alarm sectors and panel functions, including open and short circuit tests. 
- Demonstrate that the system functions under mains fail condition. 
- Demonstrate operation of the battery and charger including a full discharge/recharge over the 

designated time. 

3.3 MAINTENANCE 
General 
Document activities to be carried out during the maintenance period to suit the project. Do not document testing by the building 
owner. 

Standard: To AS/NZS 2201.1. 
See AS/NZS 2201.1 Section 5, which is geared to maintenance agreements and describes some building owner obligations. 

Breakdown call outs: Attend on site within 24 hours of notification. Rectify faults, and replace faulty 
materials and equipment. 
Frequency of routine visits: ≤ 3 monthly. 
Maintenance period performance monitoring: 
- Monitor: Access control system. 
- Investigate: Causes of alarms. 
- Alarm report: < 2 days after alarm. 
False alarms: 
- Notification of false alarms: On the first working day after a false alarm, submit notification of the 

circumstances surrounding the false alarm and action necessary to prevent similar occurrences. 
- Alterations due to false alarms: Carry out alterations necessary to eliminate false alarms due to the 

following:   
. Technical faults, selection, siting or aiming of devices. 
. Environmental conditions evident at the time of installation. 

4 SELECTIONS 

Schedules are a way of documenting a selection of proprietary or generic products or systems by their properties. Indicate their 
locations here and/or on the drawings. Refer to NATSPEC TECHnote GEN 024 for guidance on using and editing schedules. 

4.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
System description schedule 
Property A B C 
Security risk classification 
to AS/NZS 2201.1 

   

System communications    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Security classification: Nominate the security classification in conformance with AS/NZS 2201.1 Table A1. 

Security communications: Nominate the type of communications system to suit the project specific requirements, e.g. 
Proprietary, hard-wired, IT LAN, Wireless, IP based etc. 

4.2 SECURITY MONITORING SYSTEMS 
Security monitoring systems schedule 
Property A B C 
Monitoring system type    

Communication method    
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Property A B C 
Base station 
location/identification 

   

Alarm response time    

Alarm system    

External audible and 
visual alarms 

   

Central monitoring facility    

Location    

Computer specification    

Event logging printer    

Uninterruptible power 
supply capacity (hours) 

   

Backup medium and 
capacity 

   

Interconnected systems    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Communication method: Document method of connection to remote base station, if required. Allow for the work associated with 
connection, such as charges for line rental and connection. 

Alarm response time: Specify alarm response time category to AS 2201.2. 

Central monitoring facility: Delete if monitoring is not required. For local monitoring, indicate the location of the monitoring 
system or security control room, and whether additional mimic panels are required. 

Interconnected systems: Describe the systems interconnected to the access control system. In particular, consider: 

• Lift car controls, floors covered, location of readers, hours of operation. 

For lift control, designate the lifts that require readers - readers are usually supplied by the security contractor but installed and 
connected by the lift company responsible for the lift maintenance. 

Power requirements: If the power for controller panels is not provided as a part of this worksection, then the power requirements 
should be scheduled for the contractor. 

4.3 INTRUDER ALARM SYSTEM 
Intruder alarm system schedule 
Property A B C 
Security risk classification 
to AS/NZS 2201.1 

   

System type    

Intruder alarm zones    

Detector types    

Activation device type    

De-activation method    

Number of activation 
devices to be provided 
including programming 

   

Interconnection 
requirements for other 
systems 

   

Spare capacity    
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Property A B C 
Communication system    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Detector types: Document the type of detector to be provided for each protected location: 

• Internal space detection: e.g. Passive infrared, ultrasonic microwave, pressure mats, taking into account the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of each. See AS 2201.3, which describers many types as well as general requirements. 
Use the same terminology, including types and categories, as the standard. 

• Perimeter: Reed switches, micro-switches, photoelectric beams. 

Activation device type: Document the particular method of activating each zone, typically: 

• Magnetic readers, proximity, card or key. For cards or keys, schedule the type of card or key to be supplied and the 
quantity, including the quantity of pre-programmed cards or keys to be supplied for future issue. 

• Key pads, with PIN programming. 

• Intercom and remote operation. 

• Remote, generally combined with an intercom. 

Indicate whether local readers or key pads are to operate as stand-alone units in the event of failure in the main processor 
system. 

Interconnection requirements for other systems: e.g. Access control system, local monitoring system, remote monitoring system. 

Spare capacity: e.g. 25% of alarm zones. 

4.4 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM 
Access control system schedule 
Property A B C 
System type    

Activation method    

De-activation method    

Other entry method    

Equipment mounting and 
enclosure 

   

Number of users to have 
unique codes 

   

Number of proximity fobs    

Number of remotes    

Number of remotes with 
integrated fobs 

   

Number of programmable 
time zones for automatic 
access 

   

Number of programmable 
access zones for 
automatic access 

   

Entry points    

Door control devices    

Internal access zones    

Delayed access zones    

Intercom function    

Remote operation 
function 
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Property A B C 
Vehicle control points    

Spare capacity    

Number of users    

Alarm zones    

Power supply    

Communication system    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Activation method: Document the particular method of obtaining entry for each door, typically: 

• Magnetic readers, proximity, card or key. For cards or keys, schedule the type of card or key to be supplied and the 
quantity, including the quantity of pre-programmed cards or keys to be supplied for future issue. 

• Key pads, with PIN programming. 

• Intercom and remote operation. 

• Remote, generally combined with an intercom. 

Indicate whether local readers or key pads are to operate as stand-alone units in the event of failure in the main processor 
system. 

Entry points: Document the number of controlled entry/exit doors, as well as the number of monitored (but not necessarily 
controlled) doors, to be connected to the system. Also, consider entry/exit delay. Include spare capacity, and event logging 
system. Consider local or remote programming of system to accept/reject entry attempts. 

Door control devices: Usually this should be cross referenced to the architectural door schedule. The schedule should list the 
individual doors together with the method of releasing or securing them. Take into account fire safety regulations, including fail 
safe operation, for means of egress from controlled doors, and magnetic holders for glass doors etc. State whether or not 
strikes are to incorporate micro switches. Distinguish double leaf doors from single leaf doors (solid frame) and state whether 
the wiring to double leaf doors is to be concealed or not. 

Internal access zones: Document the number of sectors required, generally separating internal zones from perimeter zones. 

Delayed access zones: Identify the areas requiring delayed entry sectors - these should be kept to a minimum – and indicate 
the time range required. This should just be sufficient for a person familiar with the system to activate it. 

Intercom function: Document the type and location of intercom points. 

Vehicle control points: Document the particular method of obtaining entry, typically to match internal door activation. Describe 
the method of vehicle entry/exit to be provided, e.g. boom gates, roller shutters, gates. 

• Exit: Push-button, or to match the entry system. 

• Interlock: To prevent the door from closing before the vehicle has left the exit point. 

• Push-buttons and readers: Make sure that these are located within easy reach of the driver’s side window. 

Spare capacity: Indicate the spare capacity (number of sectors or zones) required. Some systems will require space for plug-in 
modules, for others they can be expanded by programming. 

Power supply: Ascertain emergency power requirements. Document the capacity and duration for UPS or battery backup, and, 
for package contracting, clearly define the area of responsibility for the supply and installation of the system, e.g. the security 
contractor, electrical contractor or builder. Nominal operating voltage should be 12 V. 

4.5 AUDIO, VIDEO AND INTERCOM DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS 
Audio, video and intercom door entry systems schedule 
Property A B C 
System type    

Entry panel type    

Entry panel readers    

Entry video module 
colour/B&W 

   

Residential video monitor    
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Property A B C 
type 
Resident telephone type    

Number of Apartments    

Apartments per floor    

Lift control required    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

4.6 DURESS ALARM 
Duress alarm schedule 
Property A B C 
System type    

Alarm button type – wall 
mounted 

   

Alarm button type – 
desk/furniture mounted 

   

Alarm response    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

4.7 CCTV MONITORING SYSTEM 
CCTV system schedule 
Property A B C 
System type    

Communications system    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Camera schedule 
Property A B C 
Camera(s) fixed – 
location and type 

   

Camera(s) pan/tilt/zoom 
– location and type 

   

Camera(s) dome – 
location and type 

   

Lens types and mounts    

Scanning system    

Resolution    

Signal to noise ratio    

Minimum illumination for 
useable video 

   

  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 
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Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

CCTV cameras: Schedule the type and features of the CCTV cameras required for the project. Fixed lens cameras may be 
useful for corridors and doors. Pan tilt zoom cameras may be used to cover multiple locations by pre-programming preset 
response positions according to predetermined events. It is common practice for the CCTV lens to be selected by the contractor 
during installation to suit the application. CCTV lens characteristics such as field of view and focal length are not readily 
specified and depend on the final CCTV camera location. Where a particular lens is required, this should be included in the 
schedules. 

Monitor schedule 
Property A B C 
Location    

LCD Monitor size    

HDMI Input    
  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

Recording system schedule 
Property A B C 
Location    

Type    

Recording rate    

Recording modes    

Resolution    

Colour system    

Video/audio input    

Video/audio output    

Backup site location    

Backup site 
interconnection method 

   

  
A, B, C: These designate each instance or type or location of the item scheduled. Edit to align with the project’s codes or tags. 

Edit codes in the Schedule to match those on drawings. 

REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 
The following documents are incorporated into this worksection by reference: 
AS 2201  Intruder alarm systems 
AS/NZS 2201.1 2007 Client's premises - Design, installation, commissioning and maintenance 
AS 2201.3 1991 Detection devices for internal use 
AS 2201.4 1990 Wire-free systems installed in client's premises 
AS/NZS 2201.5 2008 Alarm transmission systems 
AS/NZS 3000 2007 Electrical installations (known as the Australian/New Zealand Wiring Rules) 
AS/NZS 3013 2005 Electrical installations - Classification of the fire and mechanical performance of wiring 

system elements 
AS 4262  Telecommunication overvoltages 
AS 4262.1 1995 Protection of persons 
AS 4262.2 1999 Protection of equipment 
AS 4806  Closed circuit television (CCTV) 
AS 4806.2 2006 Application guidelines 
AS 4806.4 2008 Remote video 
AS 60529 2004 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP Code) 
IEC 62262 2002 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures for electrical equipment against external 

mechanical impacts (IK code) 
The following documents are mentioned only in the Guidance text: 
AS/CA S009 2013 Installation requirements for customer cabling (Wiring Rules) 
AS 2201  Intruder alarm systems 
AS 2201.2 2004 Monitoring centres 
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NATSPEC GEN 024 2015 Using NATSPEC selections schedules 
NATSPEC TR 01 2016 Specifying ESD 
NATSPEC TR 05 2013 Selection and design of building IT systems 
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